CASE STUDY

Cloud-based environment now vulnerable to cyber-attacks

Challenges

- **Cyberattacks increased** once they moved to a cloud-based environment
- **Phishing and malware attacks** resulted in several endpoints being infected
- **Kaspersky solution** was missing threats

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Ability to protect:** Malwarebytes found thousands of threats on endpoints right away.
- **Easy deployment:** The single-agent architecture deployed with ease on all endpoints.
- **Visibility:** Form the cloud console, teams could see into all systems, regardless of where they were located.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Detects and eliminates** thousands of threats that other solutions miss
- **Delivers visibility** into entire installed base of endpoints, regardless of location
- **Saves time** and accelerates response via the cloud console
- **Prevents PUPs** from gaining entry

OVERVIEW

CUSTOMER
Fayolle
Paris, France
800 employees across 10 production facilities and dozens of remote sites

INDUSTRY
Construction

IT ENVIRONMENT
Kaspersky antivirus, layered enterprise security

SOLUTION
Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection
Malwarebytes provides the proactive protection we wanted. It makes effective endpoint security so much easier. We’re very satisfied and recommend Malwarebytes to all companies.

Nicolas Molis, IT Manager
Fayolle Group